
Over the past two years, Social Workers, Counselors, School Nurses,
District & Site Administration, and other teacher leaders have
participated in training sessions focused on trauma-informed school
systems-building efforts. The content of the sessions revolved around
developing a deep understanding of the prevalence and impact of
childhood trauma, engaging school-wide strategies for better supporting
students who experience trauma, and supporting the adult capacity to be
effective practitioners of trauma-responsive education. The content has
covered a wide-spectrum of topics including the Adverse Childhood
Experiences research, the effects of trauma on the brain, reflection on
how to reinterpret the actions and behaviors of our students, enhancing
caregiver capacity, and implementing restorative practices. 

After two years of building knowledge and capacity with district mental
health leadership, it is time to pivot the work towards district-wide
implementation. Justin Tiar ks, Principal at St. Paul City Schools and
trauma-informed school expert, will work with staff during the 2021-2022
school year to lay the groundwork for the development of a trauma-
informed perspective and mind-set. Because trauma-informed education
requires a paradigm shift, the role of professional development will serve
two strategic purposes.

Purpose 1: Create a Sense of Urgency:  In working with staff, the goal is to
present a compelling vision of trauma-informed schools that begins to
develop energy, curiosity, and enthusiasm among the staff. Staff will learn
what trauma-informed education looks like and why it matters.
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Purpose 2:  Empower School Leadership Towards Successful Implementation:  School leaders will be able to
work with the consultant to help troubleshoot how best to remove obstacles of implementation.

Collective buy-in by all staff is necessary if our schools are going to embrace a trauma-informed
perspective and STMA will ultimately become a trauma-informed district. 

 

If you are interested in learning more about how trauma affects a
child’s mind as well as how traumatized children can recover, I

recommend reading the book, The Boy Who Was Raised As A Dog,
written by Bruce D. Perry, MD, PhD and Maia Szalavitz.  It contains

numerous true stories through which Dr. Perry explains what happens
inside the brains of students exposed to extreme stress and shares

these children’s stories of hope and resilience.  

"Only when we understand the science of the mind and the
power of love and nurturing can we hope to heal the spirit

of even the most wounded child."
                                         - Bruce D. Perry, MD, PhD

https://www.amazon.com/Boy-Who-Raised-Psychiatrists-Notebook-What-dp-0465094457/dp/0465094457/ref=dp_ob_title_bk


Curriculum Maps - That Time of the Year
       
      As we approach the end of the school year, it is once again time to
review your curriculum map(s).  At the elementary and high school level,
a PLC meeting time has been reserved for this topic.  At the middle
school, time was dedicated during staff development days.  Regardless
of when you have reviewed your map, it is important to make sure that
the map is accurate.  Once you have discussed changes or revisions
with our common course cohorts, have one person make necessary
edits. If you need more time to edit your map(s), reach out to Shari or
Bob.   Please make any corrections or revisions prior to the end of the
school year.  When you save the document, be sure to update the date
of revisions. 

      Over the past two newsletters, we have written about essential
course standards.  As we move towards a more robust MTSS system in
the fall, having your maps up-to-date and complete will help in the
identification of essential standards.  The goal for next year will be for
each grade level or course subject matter to continue to create a list of
essential standards so that both teachers and students have a better
understanding when Tier II  intervention is needed.  The overall MTSS
process will be outlined prior to the start of next school year.  
Again, we appreciate your support inn updating your maps this
spring!

(This document contains a misspelled word.  First person to respond to me will receive a River
Inn gift card.)   

MENTORSHIP B y :  S h a r i  L e d a h l

B y :  B o b  D r i v e r

As this school year draws to a close, mentor teachers and mentees are having their
final meetings, year two and year three mentorship teachers finished their final
support sessions with Matt Amundson and Shari Ledahl and site mentorship
representatives reviewed program feedback so that continued improvements can be
made to STMA’s Mentorship Program.  Concerning site mentorship representatives,
there is one more teacher that we want to highlight.  Leisa Sohler serves as the
Fieldstone Elementary Mentorship Representative.  Our team has benefited greatly
from her expertise and insights and will miss her presence as she is retiring at the end
of this school year.   Please click below to read more about Leisa. 

Leisa Sohler Fieldstone Elementary

Words of Inspiration from a STMA teacher
 

While this year has brought about many challenges and difficulties for both veteran and new teachers,
during a recent Year Two Mentorship meeting focusing on the importance of reflection, an uplifting
reflection was shared by a teacher. In paraphrasing this teacher’s thoughts on how he was going to end
the year and all the while acknowledging continued challenges teachers are overcoming, this teacher
stated that his goal as the school year draws to a close was to focus his attention on bringing joyful
moments to each and every one of his students.  It resonated with our group in a way that is hard to put
into words - one of the those moments that you just take in and then never forget.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vRm7yiry-Bk17Z4oumMU54TzSe_mGnSRvS8NFBtynfpmiQJjTneLZcw0blFtFnyIb3ton6JgIYcj67Y/pub?start=true&loop=false&delayms=60000


 STMA Book Walks Blog
 

One of the resources on the Books and Reading page is something that has been a goal of mine
for literally the past 20 years.  I have always wanted to create a Book Blog!!  I am so excited to

say that I actually have created one and posted some titles.  Thanks to Matt Amundson for
encouraging me and supporting me.  I created the blog with a bigger vision in mind.  I named it
STMA Reads and would love to include book suggestions from all staff members in the district.  I

currently only have posted titles that are geared to middle aged readers (as that is what I tend to
read and LOVE) but want to include titles from all grade and age levels.  If you have a title that

you would like me to include please just send me a little blurb why you liked it and suggest it.  I will
post it on the blog and give you credit for the review.  I will look up the summary, find a photo of
the books, and list information about the author.  Just send me your thoughts, and I will do all the

rest.  Remember books for all grade and age levels are welcome - from picture books to books for
high school students.  

 
I  am currently focusing on books that help us and others develop a more diverse lens on race and

equity so will post those titles first.  
 

Thanks so much for your help!  What a feeling to accomplish a dream that I have had for so long.  

We have added two new pages of resources on our District
Webpage.  One is related to books and reading resources and the
other focuses on helping parents and students themselves balance
the amount of technology that they use and how that affects their
lives.  Check them out and know that they are a "work in progress." 
 We will be adding to them Please share if you have something that
could be added.  They both can be found on the Families/Students
Tab and linked on the left side of the page. 

Check out the two pages by clicking on the links below:

Books and Reading

Media Balance

T E C H N O L O G Y  I N T E G R A T I O N
B y :  S a n d i  F e r r i s

Two New STMA WEBSITE RESOURCES
For parents & Students

https://www.stma.k12.mn.us/Page/2826
https://www.stma.k12.mn.us/Page/5738
https://www.stma.k12.mn.us/Page/5750
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The district is nearing the end of the standardized testing season. Here are

some updates and important information.

ACT - The district will once again host a National ACT Day on June 12th for any

student. If any staff members are interested in being a proctor for this event,

please reach out to Jonah Barten (it is a paid position through ACT).

AP (Advanced Placement) - Last week the district completed it's first week of

AP testing. Next week, all AP English Comp & Lit students will be taking their AP

exams digitally. 

MCA - Minnesota Comprehensive Assessments (MCAs) will be wrapping up in

the next week. Here are some reminders about MCA Results.

FAST - Elementary students have begun FAST testing. FAST is a vendor for

standardized benchmark assessments. Elementary students take several of these

assessments three times per year.

B y :  J o n a h  B a r t e n
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iktJ5dqYMVoKO8vT6OBzg5_vrP9x0b9D/view?usp=sharing
mailto:jonahb@mystma.org

